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essentially practical | eminently adaptable



Lancaster® Auditorium Seating

Your auditorium seating must be
comfortable. It needs to meet
technological and maintenance
demands. It should be attractive.
And, it’s got to be affordable.
Lancaster auditorium seating
emphatically meets your expectations.

Lancaster’s unique design offers plush
comfort with resilient sheet webbing
support that results in more “give”.
Extra-thick, 3" seat foam and contoured
backs deliver the ultimate comfort. Four
seat spacing options - 20", 22", 23" and
24" – comfortably accommodate many
user shapes and sizes.

Durable and easy to maintain,
Lancaster seating is built to ensure
trouble-free longevity. Gravity-lift seat
returns have no springs to wear out.
Powdercoated frames ensure a long-
lasting finish. Plus, the 10-year
warranty adds to your peace of mind.

Versatile Lancaster seating mounts
on risers, sloped floors, or flat floors.

Options include aisle lights, seat and
row numbers, ADA accommodations,
acoustical seat pans and cup holders.
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End panels in plastic, wood,
or laminate enhance
aesthetic appeal.

LED or incandescent aisle
lights are optional. Row
markers and seat numbers
are also available.

Retrofittable outlets are located
below the armcap. Tamper-
resistant wire harnesses are
concealed within shrouds
behind the seats.

Back panels (33.5") are
available in wood or plastic.
High back panels (38") are
available in wood only.

Contoured tablet arm provides
generous “belly room” and
enhances user comfort, making
it an ideal worksurface. Tablet
arm measures 10" x15½".
One-motion tablet arm stores
between seats to provide easy
and safe egress.

Bariatric seats (with wood
back only) have individual
armrests and reinforced seat
brackets. Available in 30" or
36" widths. Exceeds BIFMA
standards. Warranted to 750
lb. weight limit.


